
Introducing the 
Climate Innovation Fund 

Accelerating urban 
climate solutions 
in Calgary and Edmonton





WHAT IS 



Cities are key to 
reaching our 
climate targets

City of Calgary, COC



oUrban areas produce roughly half of Canada’s 
emissions (approximately 35% in Alberta). 

oCanada cannot reach its Pan-Canadian Framework 
goals without accelerating climate action in cities. 

oCanadian cities strive to be climate leaders, yet 
often struggle to scale up solutions because of 
political cycles, siloed departments, limited 
resources and risk aversion. 

Cities are key to reaching our climate targets
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Modelled on The 
Atmospheric Fund

0505
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CLIMATE INNOVATION FUND



Funding Request

$44m

$2mStart up funds for Calgary - 2 
years 

$165mAlberta Low Carbon 
Investment Fund / 
Endowment
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$2mStart up funds for Edmonton - 2 
years 



Go where public and 
private dollars can’t

Strategy 1

City of Edmonton, CBC



1o When it comes to novel climate solutions, both the public and 
private sector are risk averse.

o While there is some funding for research and ideation, a lack of 
capital creates a “valley of death” between incubation and 
implementation to scale.

o The responsiveness, stability and independence of
the Climate Innovation Fund model allows the risk tolerance 
necessary to remove implementation barriers for technologies, 
policies, and financial tools.

Go where public and private dollars can’t



Go where the
emissions are

Strategy 2

City of Calgary, Freepic



o The Climate Innovation Fund focuses on major emissions 
sources as we “follow the carbon.” 

o The bulk of Alberta’s urban emissions come from buildings, 
transportation, and industry originating in Calgary and 
Edmonton. 

o Key approaches will include advancing building retrofits, 
promoting better construction practices in the new build 
sector, catalyzing low-carbon heating, decarbonization of 
transportation, shared and activie mobility, and promoting a
circular economy.
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Go to where
the ideas are

Strategy 3

Edmonton, Alberta



o Local programs (internally-led initiatives): Where we identify 
gaps, we undertake policy research and convening, and/or 
create and demonstrate new technological, financial, and 
social solutions. 

o Grantmaking (public and non-profit sectors): Grants help to 
engage diverse stakeholders, build capacity, test new ideas, and 
prepare proven solutions for full deployment. 

o Impact investing (for-profit entities): Leveraging TAF’s 
expertise, we will invest in local low-carbon projects and 
ventures. 
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Unlock co-benefits
for communities

Strategy 4

Edmonton, Alberta



o We will engage communities in the planning and 
implementation of low-carbon action, ensuring meaningful 
involvement, improved outcomes and ultimately local 
support.

o The Climate Innovation Fund will support opportunities that 
both reduce carbon emissions and maximize co-benefits 
such as improved public health, increased mobility, and local 
job creation.

o The Centres will collaborate with a diverse set of local 
groups, including Indigenous communities, and those who 
do not traditionally participate in climate action discussions.
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The Possible
PROGRAMMING GRANTS INVESTMENT



NEXT STEPS

Continue organizational stand up

Build Awareness

Engage Stakeholders

Develop Programming Framework

Establish Project Pipeline

Launch Programming

Q4

2020



MIKE MELLROSS, P.Ag.

Program Director

Climate Innovation Fund

m.mellross@albertaecotrust.com

(780) 239-1952

QUESTIONS?

mailto:m.mellross@albertaecotrust.com

